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Our capabilities
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Everything we do is to help you launch or grow your business

STRATEGY WEB DEVELOPMENT SEO + PAID

CUSTOM CODING SOCIAL MEDIA BRANDING

DESIGN COPYWRITING CREATIVE PRODUCTION

ADVERTISING ART DIRECTIONCREATIVE DIRECTION
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Who we are
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We are a group of talented people, brought together under 
the Mamba Media banner. Everyone brings a unique mix 
of focussed specialisms and a huge breadth of 
experience.

• Thinkers
• Creatives
• Designers
• Content marketers
• Social managers
• Coders
• Strategists
• Analysts

We believe one of the keys to success with our clients is 
availability. From the outset we make our senior people 
directly available to our clients, so they can talk to those 
creating the work. The lack of cumbersome structure 
ensures we can be agile, responsive, accountable and 
reactive.
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Managing & Digital Director
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Mamba Media is a full-service digital marketing agency 
based in Surrey, UK set up by Robin. We offer services 
that specialise in providing web, design and digital 
marketing for businesses in London, Surrey, the UK and 
worldwide.

We were founded in 2010 as a company but bring many 
more years of experience in digital marketing, design, 
website management and print. 

Mamba Media offers solutions to a range of industries. 
Everything we do is first and foremost, client led. We add 
the experience, creativity and technical know how to 
bring it all together.

Our small dedicated team thrives on getting the best plan 
in place and executing it precisely, to give our clients a 
real edge against their competition. This could be 
anything from delivering a print order to an e-commerce 
website with thousands of pages.

Nirav heads up the product delivery side and manages 
the team of designers, coders and  SEO experts.
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Creative  
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Richard and Mark are our senior creative team with over 
40 years of experience between them. They have 
worked in large ad agencies and small. For start-ups and 
well established agency groups. 

As a Copywriter and Art Director team they have worked 
across the board on kinds of brands from household 
favourites through to small businesses just getting 
established. 

Their skill set includes Creative Direction, Copywriting, 
Art Direction, Advertising, TV, Radio, Content films, Out 
of Home, Press, Direct Marketing, Digital Advertising, 
Websites, Integrated Marketing. Experiential. Retail. 
Shopper marketing.

This broad range of skills mean we can offer our clients 
integrated, 360 degree creative solutions to any brief, 
in just about every conceivable type of media you can 
think of.
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Collaborative thinking  
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We believe creativity should not just be confined to 
producing ideas that become the communications for a 
brand.

We find the earlier we can adopt a collaborative 
approach with our clients the more fruitful the eventual 
solution to a marketing problem will be. We think being 
able to integrate into our clients and become an 
extension of your marketing department adds real value.

In this way we can help you formulate effective 
marketing strategies.

Produce creative briefs that are focussed on the issues 
that need to be addressed. 

Create ideas and communications that talk directly to 
your target audience.

Find solutions that are driven by your marketing need, 
with media choices that deliver messages to the right 
people at the right time. 
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Digital  
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Website Design & Development
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The websites we create are not only UI and UX 
optimized, but also user and SEO-friendly. Whether you 
want to restructure your existing website or build a 
bespoke one from scratch, we can help with both. 

Before we do anything we listen to what you want, and 
also examine what your marketplace demands from you 
as a business. 

We design and create websites and applications that 
deliver results, look fantastic and always use the most 
up-to-date standards for HTML 5, CSS3, PHP, Javascript 
& .NET. 

We make sure you’re taken through each stage of the 
project in easy steps. We work for clients in a variety of 
industries, ranging from SME’s to startups. 
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SEO, SEM and PPC
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To get your website ranked on the 1st page of Google 
and to drive traffic, you need Search Engine Optimization 
(SEO). With over 75% people never scrolling past the 
first page of search engines, it pays to have a strong 
SEO strategy in place. 

We can help you achieve this through action-oriented 
SEO solutions that drive sustainable results quickly.

We understand the intricate workings of search engines 
and our team of SEO professionals are always 
up-to-date on the latest search algorithm changes. 

We also offer search engine marketing (SEM) and PPC 
services to businesses who want to build website traffic 
through paid advertising. It’s one of the best ways to get 
faster results. 

It’s also a flexible and measurable marketing tool that 
can be used for a variety of purposes.
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Social Media
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With the exponential rise in social media, not having a 
profile for your brand/business on relevant social 
channels means a loss of potential traffic. 

Social media marketing can improve your brand’s 
visibility online. It can help you reach a global audience, 
and make inroads into newer markets. It can also help 
you engage with your existing customers, leading to 
business growth. 

To make this happen we can set up your business on 
different social channels. The aim, to effectively market 
your business through engaging and creative social 
media solutions. 

We have hands-on experience with many different 
industry verticals, and our team have the knowledge and 
skills that’ll improve website traffic, increase engagement 
(likes, comments, shares), and generate qualified leads 
to boosts revenue.
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Digital solution - Initial UK 
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The Brief
To create a UK campaign for Hygiene & Wellbeing in 
2021 with Covid 19 very much in mind.

The Work
We produced work around the core idea of Delivering 
Confidence with the use of digital assets for social 
media, paid ads, video, a whitepaper and unique 
graphics. In addition we provided specialist copywriting 
across all assets - from whitepaper to individual social 
media posts.

The Results
Working with the in-house Initial team, all work was 
produced and launched successfully. Mamba Media is 
retained as an external agency for future projects.
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Digital solution - SafariDeal 
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The Brief
SafariDeal was a startup business with big ambitions to 
change they way travellers search for and book 
worldwide wildlife holidays. 
 
The Work
We created and launched the brand from scratch. We 
started by building a world class responsive website that 
could be scaled rapidly. Following on we’ve provided 
ongoing digital marketing services across all channels 
and specific region focussed SEO services.

The Results
In 18 months there are 788 Travel Partners offering 1094 
Safaris Worldwide. Traffic to the site was increased by 
55% (2019 v 2020) All social channel users has grown. 
Google rankings increased for regional search terms - 
Tanzania safari deals.
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Digital solution - The Villa Collection 
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The Brief
This project was a brand new startup for The Villa 
Collection. We were tasked with designing and building a 
new online portal.
 
The Work
The villa marketplace is fiercely competitive, so we built 
a stylish website with fantastic UI/UX, TVC that 
connected with suppliers via a custom api to get live 
availability. This is something that now sets them apart. 
The website also has a custom map feature which 
enhances the user UX, custom slideshows & contact 
forms and email platform integrations. On going, Mamba 
Media maintains the website and makes yearly 
improvements and upgrades. 

The Results
The Villa Collection has a strong foothold in the 
international villa marketplace. Suppliers like working 
with them because of the api integrations. The website is 
easy to scale from the management side and has never 
had downtime due to constant maintenance and 
improvements.
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Digital solution - AMDEA 
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The Brief
Rebuild the AMDEA website and member portal, in line 
with their new brand and the vision of the incoming CEO.
 
The Work
We upgraded the AMEDA existing website to bring it in 
line with 2021. A responsive website was built on 
WordPress which allowed AMEDA to manage their own 
content and create campaign specific microsites.
Their historical database was no longer fit for purpose so 
we designed a new secure members portal for members 
to access key industry documents. All the documents, 
brands and members are managed through a custom 
wordpress area. 

The Results
AMDEA has had a revamp and now enjoys an up-to-date 
presence on the internet. Members get a better 
experience accessing documents and communications 
through mailer integration. 
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Creative  
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Creative solution online films - BT Mobile 
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The Brief
BT Mobile wanted to tell customers about the added “extras” the could enjoy with their service. 

The Work
As there was a lot to say we came up with three 20 second online films. The films featured a family. 
As the story develops across the films they all come together at the end in a restaurant. 

The Results
The work originally ran online. After the first film was viewed, there was a link to the second then the 
third etc. There was positive up-take with many customers completing the journey and then clicking 
to find out more. The films were so successful that BT decided to produce a 40 second cut they ran 
as a TV commercial.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwFNOsnrl2E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4DoMMqBmdI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vv7ecoHIkqE
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Creative solution rebrand - Lloyds 
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The Brief
When the government decided to split Lloyds TSB, it was 
clear it was going to be a massive re-brand. 

The Work
The learning curve was steep, we had a new tone of 
voice to get to grips with as well as a totally fresh visual 
identity. We worked on the online assets and much of the 
Direct Marketing.

The Results
The rebrand was a success and clearly stood out in the 
turgid world of finance.
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Creative solution local press - Wedgewood 
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The Brief
Wedgwood are famous for producing exquisite pottery, but the company is often thought of as well, rather stuffy. In 
an effort to become more approachable they opened a highly innovative and interactive visitor centre. 

The Work
Our job was to produce a series of local press ads that shattered (forgive the pun) the established viewpoint and 
demonstrated the fact that they were really an enthusiastic, good humoured, expert and fascinating company.

The Results
The ads created lots of local interest in the visitor centre. In the first year of opening visitor numbers beat the target 
set by 17%. 
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Creative solution online & in-store - Uncle Ben’s
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The Brief
Uncle Ben’s wanted to promote their new healthy rice 
range.

The Work
We decided to get a popular advocate of health, Joe 
Wicks, (before he was famous!) to put together some 
simple recipes which we then filmed him making and 
posted the videos online. At the same time we ran 
simple posters and POS in store.

The Results
Thousands of views! With stores recording healthy 
sales too.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVT0RyQFEso
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1__c2RoW9AM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjtA-DwF60Q
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Creative solution experiential - Global radio Heart FM 
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The Brief
Create an experience that would encourage the public 
to download the Global radio app.

The Work
People were invited to take part in our fun, feel good 
game to win cash. Listeners stepped up to our interactive 
stand to receive a briefing from Jamie Theakston and 
Amanda Holden. The aim of the game was to match 
three feel good artists, if they did, they entered a £300 
cash daily draw, as well as the grand prize of £30,000!

The Results
The UK tour has spanned 23 locations across 5 months 
and counting! During this time we have had 5,365 
participants, over 5,000 app downloads and 31 lucky 
winners of £300 cash.
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Creative solution 360 degree brand refresh - Toby Carvery 
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The Brief
To breathe new life into this much loved but flagging 
brand from top to bottom.

The Work
As soon as we tasted a Toby roast, we knew all we had 
to do was let people know how good it was. We 
encouraged the client to throw out curry night and pizza 
night and focus on what they did best. And with total 
creative control of all comms, we made sure our Home of 
the Roast idea ran relentlessly through every single 
piece of comms. 

The Results
It worked. Toby is now the jewel in M&B's crown, with 
sales that make the board smile year after year.
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Creative solution DM - HSBC 
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The Brief
To reach a stubborn group of HSBC customers between 
45-65 and encourage them to make an appointment to 
come in and plan for their retirement.

The Work
What would you think if your daily paper arrived with the 
date 2027 on it? You'd be intrigued, right? You'd take a 
look. And it might make you think about something you'd 
been pushing to the back of your mind ... your 
retirement. 

The Newspaper From the Future was designed to 
engage customers aged 45-65. Working side by side 
with The Times' editorial team, we created amazing 
content, hilarious fake ads and real ads that picked up on 
the issues raised in the paper.

The Results
The results were 3.63%, an uplift of 54% against the 
control with the most affluent segment performing best. 
1716 reviews were booked, at a value to the bank of 
£262 each. ROI was 6.6 to 1. 
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A few brands we have boosted along the way
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